
AOP 

VARIETY 

VILLAGE 

VINYARD 

BEDROCK 

ORIENTATION 

CERTIFICATIONS 

ANJOU VILLAGES 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 

SAINT LAMBERT DU LATTAY 

COTE DE LA HOUSSAYE 

SANDSTONE SCHIST 

SOUTH-EAST 

CERTIFIED ORGANIC WINE ECOCERT FRBIO-01 

VITICULTURE • "Guyot Poussard" pruning 

• Manual disbudding, lifting, leaf removal and thinning 

• Manual harvesting of fully ripe grapes 

• Harvest date: 25/09 

• Yield: 35hl/ha 

 

VINIFICATION • Destemming and vatting in concrete tanks 

• Long maceration in infusion (25 days) 

• Malolactic fermentation in large oak barrels of 400 
and 500L 

• One year in barrels then 6 months in underground 
tanks after blending 

• Bottling date: 26/08/21 

• Number of bottles: 2650 

ANALYSES • 14% vol - 0.3g sugar/L - 3,4g/L total acidity - 0,33g/L 

volatile acidity - 3.65pH - 38mg/L total SO2 

SERVING & 
TASTING 

• Aromas of anise, graphite, humus and undergrowth 

• Great ageing potential between 15 and 20 years 

 

Côte de la Houssaye 2020 
The Côte de la Houssaye on the slopes of the Hyrôme is a great 

terroir of very stony schist exposed to the south-east where the 

Cabernet Sauvignon expresses itself.  
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HISTORY 

The Côte de la Houssaye is certainly our original terroir. It overlooks the wild valley of the Hyrôme and its water mill, the one  

belonging to Vincent's great-grandfather, a miller who later became a winemaker when he founded the estate at the end of  

the 19th century. 

Planted with Cabernet Sauvignon by Francis Ogereau in the 1960s to produce rosé, Vincent was quickly convinced of the ex 

ceptional potential of this terroir to produce a great red. The first vintage of Côte de la Houssaye was finally produced in 2000.  

Another neighbouring plot was replanted with Cabernet Sauvignon in 2005. It was included in the cuvée from the 2009 vintage. 

When you think of reds in the Loire, you naturally think of Cabernet Franc, so why Cabernet Sauvignon here?  Cabernet Sauvi  

gnon has been widely planted in Anjou since the beginning of the 20th century, mainly to produce rosés. We believe that,  

along with Grolleau, it is the great red grape variety of the schist slopes of Anjou Noir. This grape variety perfectly tames the  

austerity of the schist and the little water available.  

 

TERROIR 

Situated to the east of the commune of Saint Lambert, on the left bank of the Layon, is a hillside overlooking a small wild val 

ley, the Hyrôme, a tributary of the Layon. The vines are surrounded by hedges, woods and a small road, the Côte, which runs  

steeply down to the river. This terroir faces south-east. The hedged farmland, open to the other bank of the Hyrôme, is pasto 

ral and bucolic.  

The soil, superficial, of sand and silt is very stony. It is made up of Brioverian Sandstone Schists, known as Metagrauwacke.  

These schists are typical of the left bank of the Layon and particularly of our village. 

The nature of this soil, superficial and stony, and the south-east orientation make the Côte de la Houssaye a very hot and dry  

terroir which expresses a remarkable balance of Cabernet Sauvignon at such a northern latitude for this grape variety. 
 

OUR WORK 

Here the soil is perfectly tilled. We sow oats and rye. The vines are carefully thinned out. The vigour and yield are naturally limi 

ted. The viticulture must be exemplary. It is a challenge to ripen this variety so late in our Loire climate. 

The manual harvest is carried out late in the season, often the third week of October. We wait for the berries to reach full ma-
turity. 
In the cellar, the grapes are delicately destemmed and then vatted in our concrete tanks. This is followed by a long maceration  

of three weeks, with a gentle infusion. The malolactic fermentation then takes place in large oak barrels of 400 and 500L. The  

percentage of new barrels is about 15%. The wine is aged for one year in barrels and then 6 months in underground tanks after  

blending. Bottling takes place at the end of winter. 
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terroir of very stony schist exposed to the south-east where the 

Cabernet Sauvignon expresses itself.  

THE WINE 

Côte de la Houssaye expresses the extraordinary balance of a northern Cabernet Sauvignon on schist soil. It is a wine of great  

depth due to its grape variety, almost wild, with a dense and tight texture due to its terroir, carried by a Loire freshness that  

brings race and length to the mouth. 

The wine develops aromas and flavours of great aniseed finesse with intense notes of graphite, humus and undergrowth. 

Thanks to its freshness and structure, this wine has great ageing potential of 15 to 20 years. 
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